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No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that PAGE ONE

society
forced
upon
them.
Self-Servatives
(ConServatives, Con Artists that Serve themselves)
cause funerals, but they don't mind, because they
don't believe in God.
•
Raise the bar?
No, raze the Bar.
•
The Unintelligent Child prays for World Peace, the
Average Child prays for less corruption in
government, and the Intelligent Child does not pray
at all. • Seen on a t-shirt, "I only eat Vegans". Seen
on another t-shirt: "Please tell your boobs to stop
staring at my eyes." • The drugstore sign said that
when a new drug is prescribed, the pharmacist must
give Oral Consultation. The last time I got Oral
Consultation, I was in the Hong Kong Men's Club. •
When there is no more gasoline, we will all ride
donkey carts, the transportation of the future. •
The Tinkle-Down Theory of Reagan Voodoo
Economics involves rich guys beating us into a big
hole with their golf clubs. Then, they pee on us,
calling us peons (pee-ons). Get a big umbrella so
you don't get tinkled down on as much. And, it is
better to be pissed-off than to be pissed-on. •

Published by San Diego
County's 10% (310,000) Homeless, 15,000 to 40,000
(on any given day) Unhoused, and 2 Million+ NearlyHomeless* *(Official HUD Statistic for what THEY call San
Diego's "Cost Burdened". The State of California calls them
"Financially Stressed.")

We go out to 179,000 in the first ten days of every
month, more often when necessary, plus 500 of the 2page paper street edition, often printed on only one side
to be recycled as scrap paper before again being
recycled as used paper. Paid advertising not accepted,
free ads sometimes provided. COPYRIGHT 2014, ALL
RIGHTS RESERVED, Dr. John Kitchin, Ph.D.
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Milwaukee Free University.
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The Themes of this Edition are
Holiday GREEDINGS and Holiday
Homeless Outreach

Correction: The New Library Hours went
into effect Nov. 8. That article was supposed
to go into this issue, but got published in the
Oct. 20 issue, without changing from present
tense to future tense. Sorry if you were
inconvenienced.

Facebook Censors
Out 2 Alternative
News Publications
Google also deletes their
listings in Search
Facebook shut down the Sacramento Z and
the
Red
Slider
news
publications
recently. Jerry Ashton explains on the website
Occupy San Diego, one of two FB pages with
exactly the same name, so the police can
confuse
everyone.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3065840461
35167/591271234333112/?notif_t=group_activi
ty
For
the
full
story,
http://interoccupy.net/blog/facebook-locks-redslider-and-the-sacramento-z-newspaper-out-oftheir-fb-pages/

Portland Loos
Toilets Update:
Far from a huge accomplishment, the one-half
toilet unit we are getting, in The Bottoms
Ghetto, an area we are trying to avoid being
shoved into forcibly, does not count as any
sort of accomplishment at all. Huge work, 4
years of time, lots of effort, and so far a
complete defeat. The other toilet planned for
Park (12th) and Market would count, but has
been blocked by the Genovese Organized
Crime Family of La Cosa Nostra, the Italian
Mafia, for the 47th time. We absolutely need to
sue the City for toilets, and accept no Out-ofCourt Settlement. The rubber tent shelters
took 3 years of litigation in San Francisco, to
cope with the many MOB death threats on the
lives of San Diego judges. Only a Permanent
Court Order would be worthy. PAGE TWO

The Downtown Conspiracy Cabal, which has
so far eliminated 9 of our former 11 toilets in
the Toilet Target Area (the Trolley Loop
downtown, plus 5 blocks north) has changed
its leadership, but not its gangster Mafia
tactics, nor its strong-armed robbery of the
homeless, taking away their temporary homes
on the sidewalk. We need to dissolve the
Downtown
Partnership
entirely,
without
replacing it with another Organized Crime
group. I call for the City to outlaw PBID taxes.
Any of you lower-taxes folks want to support
this? Gee, how come the "Taxes Are Bad"
Conservatives all suddenly shut up? Could it
be because of the secret deals between
the Republicans, the Mafia, and the Major
Corporations?
Dr. John Kitchin, Representative of the U.S.
Homeless

Announcements:
We ask that you DO NOT help the
poor and homeless over the
Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays unless you also help the
rest of the year. Otherwise, all you
are doing is selfishly satisfying your
guilty conscience. Please come back
in January. Thanks.
Finding the Winter Shelter: Camp New
Birkenau, the disease-spreading tent used to
shelter the San Diego homeless, is located
next door to the Deadly Toxic Hazmat Cleanup
Site at 16th and National, and be careful not to
breathe the air in this vicinity. This is the
southwest corner of The Bottoms Ghetto, 2
blocks southwest of Father Joe's (Prison)
Village For the Poor. From the 12th and
Imperial Transit Center (see bus and trolley
maps) follow the Orange Line tracks south one
block to National Avenue, and turn right. If you
peek over the fences on your right, you can
see the exterminator tent. Continue around the
block. Sign up at Neil Good Center, 17th and
K, which is 299 Seventeenth Street. Their
information is at www.NZ9F.com/NeilGood.
(One word.) They are located in the east-

central portion of The Bottoms Ghetto, 5 blocks
east of the new library. For other shelters see
www.NZ9F.com/Shelter_Index, and be sure to
click on the 3-page PDF of the latest info.
The Tijuana Housing Mission has housing
at Avenida 5 de Mayo #526, enter at Coahuila.
(011-52) (664) 304-6670, 1-10 PM. Little or no
charge for rent. This is one block north and
five blocks west of the Downtown Arch, which
itself is seven blocks west of the San Ysidro
Border Crossing. 13 blocks from the Border
Crossing, total.
• The Food Pantries have been running out
of food mid-month, with the Salvation Army
downtown pantry running out Sept. 25 and the
Crisis House East County Community Services
pantry running out Oct. 23. The retired and
disabled get their money early in the month,
leading to shortages late in the month, and the
last week or two is now "Starvation Week".
The Soviet Union went down exactly the same
way.
El Piri Pharmacy, near the First St. Walkway
(Articulo 123) and Madero (this is a block east
of the Downtown Tijuana Arch) has Viagra,
generic, 4 tablets for $3, which is 75 cents
each. No prescription needed. 10 AM to 6:30
PM.
Thomas Jefferson School of Law in San
Diego, insolvent and in Receivership, has only
1 of 5 of its graduates able to pass the Bar
Exam. Just what the world needs, more
incompetent lawyers.
The Catholic Church just bought the license
for San Diego AM Radio 1000, KCEO, and
will be operating it as part of a 40-station
propaganda network. They also bought a Los
Angeles station. It is considered a Religious
Secret that the business affairs of the Catholic
Church have been administered by LDS (Latter
Day Saints, the Mormons) since about the year
1950. The network broadcasts to the lessintelligent in society, encouraging them to work
hard, conform, buy real estate, have lots of
children, accept low wages, and not complain,
in order to make huge profits for the Catholic
and Mormon Ruling Class. Both make most of
their money on overpopulation, thru real estate
and food sales, and are PAGE THREE

therefore against any reduction in people, via
birth
control,
abortion,
suicide,
or
homosexuality.
I want to thank the San Diego Reader for
publishing my comments on toilets and the
needs of the homeless in its Oct. 23 issue,
Page 36, "Head Count". I also want to thank
City Beat for its publication of my comments on
Nov. 5th.

Meetings:
The MAPSS (Metropolitan Association of
Providers of Social Services) meeting this
month was not held, and instead they
presented an in-service seminar on all the
housing shelter options for clients. This is
major research and it is here: SHELTER
OPTIONS: www.NZ9F.com/Shelter_Index. Be
sure to click on the PDF for the latest options.
Also call 211. ♦♦♦♦♦ The GTT (Girls Think
Tank) met Thursday, Nov. 6, with 13 present,
which is average. • David Ross, the Water
Man, is back from Detroit, and still gives out
bottles of water. • A Project Connect will be
held in the South Bay on Nov. 20th. • We
have critical shortages of showers, toilets, and
drinking water. • The backpack stuff
distribution will be held Thanksgiving Day, 9-10
AM, at 16th and Island, and only donated items
plus rain ponchos will be given out. • The new
Portland Loos will open at 14th and L, noon
Wed. Dec. 3. Since it is outside of the Trolley
Loop, and only one rundle, not a Men’s and a
Women’s, it counts as zero new toilets. The
other new toilet, slated for Park (12th) and
Market has been temporarily cancelled
because Clean and Safe, the Downtown
Partnership, decided that it needed the sewer
line reserved for that toilet for another
purpose. We waited 4 years for that sewer
line, too. Information provided by a member of
the Mayor's Committee on Toilets.
•
Summary: We had 11 toilets, were promised 8
more, instead lost 9 toilets, giving us two. Now
we add zero in the toilet-count area.
Progress? •

News Censored Out
The FAA No Fly Zone over Ferguson was to
keep the news media from witnessing and

recording police brutality, and FAA finally
admits
it
here:
http://countercurrentnews.com/2014/11/fedsfinally-admit-ferguson-no-fly-zone-was-to-keepmedia-from-recording-police-brutality/
I chuckled about the Congressional Race
between Mayoral Loser Carl DeMaio and
Infamous Congressman Scott Peters. A lot
of attack ads accusing each other of major
corruption, being an awful choice, criticisms for
what they are, what they stand for, and what
they are doing and have done. All of it was
substantially true, so we need to Recall
whoever wins. Public Masturbation versus
Blatant Conflicts of Interest? Tea Party versus
Good Old Boys? Get outa my way, I think I'm
gonna heave. This stuff belongs in Mad
Magazine, not on Fox News, although there
are similarities between the two. Both are
fiction, for example.

Famous US Scientist, dying, spills the
beans on Area 51, UFOs, etc. Photo is a
Gray or Blue, like Yahweh Gabriel Moroni,
who has a Facebook Page.
http://worldtruth.tv/dying-senior-scientist-sharesinsider-truth-about-area-51-extraterrestrials-ufos-antigravity/

Moroni's page (he is a real alien who lives
underneath Old Town San Diego) is
www.Facebook.com/YahwehGabrielMoroni

Outreach and
Reverse Outreach
Hundreds of organizations have “Outreach”
programs to try to touch the homeless. Good
idea, and the Homeless Board of San Diego
also has an Outreach program, or perhaps
Reverse Outreach, where we try to bring the
truth about homelessness to the news media,
police, and government.
I PAGE FOUR

promise to continue to try, despite lots of
denial, repression, lies, and a whole lot of
whining. Propaganda is useful in controlling
the uneducated masses, but those of us who
are in the Controlling Class (Professionals)
must also know the real truth, if we are ever
going to deal with realities, as opposed to the
“Official B.S.”
Compassion be damned. You personally had
a hand in making us become homeless and
stay homeless by not refusing to tolerate it.
We know that. We accept your “Compassion”
as an apology, but when will you change?
Forget about compassion, pity, and all that
nonsense and deal with your guilt instead. You
had a part in making us homeless. Admit it.
A local newspaper editor that I had been trying
to Outreach, sending a copy of my San Diego
Homeless News, returned a message about
Outreaching me, and possibly an article about
my work and mission. Didn't go well initially,
but it caused me to ask the obvious question,
"If I were writing an article about me and the
Homeless Agenda, what would it say?" I am
not one of the Nonprofits, so I do not need to
court the news media to solicit more donors
and all that. Here is my article on me:
“John Kitchin, the man who publishes the San
Diego Homeless News and its companion
paper street edition called Homeless City News
is a bit of a person that is not supposed to
exist.
Well-educated,
articulate,
superintelligent, and a leader, he is also homeless,
unemployable, politically untenable, and often
unkempt. He has been very wealthy.
Interesting combination! Kitchin has a Ph.D.
in Psychology, and has done engineering in
two fields, broadcasting and heating and air
conditioning.
More infamous than famous, John Kitchin runs
a food pantry in Tijuana, as well as a soup
kitchen (he says his middle name is "soup",
John Soup Kitchin) and he represents the
homeless of the US, publishes his 2
newspapers, does psychological counseling,
and maintains a search-engine website for the
needs of the San Diego poor. He is a Bishop
of Ancient Paganism, which is NOT Wicca. He
says, "Once you become homeless, all that

you are and have accomplished gets ignored."
Kitchin has a psychological theory which
relates ADD, Bipolar Disease, and Autism.
His search-engine website at NZ9F.com helps
the poor in San Diego find needed resources
that are often intentionally hidden by 211 in
order to save taxpayer money. "San Diego is
one of the worst places to try to find resources
needed to survive", he says. He goes on,
"Once homeless, people need to use dope or
booze just to stay sane, and may lose that
battle, becoming mentally ill and often
committing suicide. I reasoned that I could
tolerate 5 years of being homeless before
same killed me, but it has now been 7. I
periodically review whether or not I would be
better off dead, and it is usually pretty close."
Being very blunt and matter-of-fact, Kitchin
considers television and video games to be
useless
escapes,
and
thinks
that
accomplishing something in society is much
better to do with your time. "You can have the
benefitting of others be your recreation," he
says. Kitchin has a lot of humor on the web at
www.NZ9F.com/Humor, enough to keep you
laughing for days. He says he wrote it to
prevent suicides because "you can't kill
yourself when laughing your ass off."
His San Diego Homeless News is not so much
for the homeless to read, but rather for those
who deal or come in contact with the
homeless. It features the meetings of
nonprofits and other organizations, and
chronicles what is being done. It also provides
editorial comment. "I originally tried not to be
the voice of the homeless, but that position
found me anyway," he says. The paper
contains no advertising except free Public
Service ads, and goes out by e-mail to about
150,000 subscribers every 20-30 days.”

Homeless Course 807
College Course at the Ph.D. level on how
Methods of Control work, designed for
those who deal with Volunteers, the Poor,
the Homeless, and the Cabal System.
www.NZ9F.com/807. PAGE FIVE

807 Psychology Course in Lay
Seminary, Methods of Control
Dr. John Kitchin, Milwaukee Free University On-Line.

Notice: This course is ONLY for those with
a Doctorate Degree, or who are students
earning one. It contains material that is
SECRET from the General Public, but routinely
discussed among ourselves. The public DOES
NOT have permission to know most of this! If
you are a Religious Minister with a DOD
Security Clearance, this should be no problem
for you.
A.) BASICS

Section One: Propaganda
and Beliefs, Part 2
What will technology look like in a billion years?
Well Intelligent Life has no death (except due to
accidents), no beliefs, no aging, no disease, and no
poverty. All that leaves out us humans, obviously,
for the foreseeable future. But you already know
that we are not an intelligent life form, just an
animal. You have the privilege of being able
(maybe) to access the intelligent life forms around
us, because you have a Doctorate degree,
although you also know that the ETs claim
that even we are super-stupid. We are just the
most intelligent of the human species, which is
notoriously stupid. Many believe, for example, that
there were once reptile-beings who conquered
Earth, nonsense put there to confuse. The Boogie
Man wants to give you monster nightmares. There
is the claim that you need at least ten million years
of college to be considered intelligent, and that, too,
leaves out us humans, as we have not managed to
conquer disease and aging, and so cannot live long
enough to do that.
Getting back to beliefs, which are part of the basic
programming of all mammals, our beliefs come
from hypnosis, the media, schools, parents and
family, peers, religion, social networking, dating,
and life experiences. Humans do have imprinting
periods where certain values take hold permanently
and once set are very difficult or impossible to
change. So, children are taught about God,
religion, morality, similar, at a very young age, and
care is taken that they not be taught about sex.
Imprinting for musical taste occurs about the same
time as that for sexual preference, about age 10 or
12, for example. Once set, it is permanent.

Hypnosis can assist the process of forming beliefs,
as the teachers and ministers have their DNA
routinely swallowed by the children they are
teaching, same being added to their food. Been
this way since the Ancient Egyptians and even
before (See Section 3 of this course, or
www.NZ9F.com/Gnosis.) Beliefs are the key to
establishing control of a person effectively and
inexpensively, a great shortcut that works
automatically for life. A bee, for example, is preprogrammed at birth. A huge amount of time and
money is saved by pre-programming people via
belief systems. A lot of our beliefs come from
propaganda we hear in the news media, from the
pulpit, or from the members of the Cabals, all
groups of the Controlling Class of Society
(Professionals). Beliefs are built-in, repeatedly
strengthened by repeating them again and again,
set into place by hypnosis (see Section 3,
upcoming). Many studies have been done on
beliefs, because it is the most effective way to
control large numbers of people. All of the good
studies done are Classified, including my Doctoral
Thesis. [Coming up next: Peer Pressure, Me-Tooism and the Bandwagon Effect.]

Show Your Homeless
Pride! Pep Talk; Morale
Every characteristic you have is either something
you intentionally did, or something given to you
whether you like it or not. Be proud of your
accomplishments, but also be proud of whatever
you are. If you are Black, be proud of that. Gay,
ditto. Blue eyes, sure. Most of these things you
cannot change, and you must always be proud of
what you are. Homeless? Well, did you have a
choice? What about “Axe Murderer”? If it was
really Self-Defense, but the Court didn’t buy that,
and you had no other choice except to die, Proud
Axe Murderer. Wear it as a badge that our legal
system is full of shit. The tough ones are things like
alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental illness. Yet, if
you had no choice in the matter, be proud of what
you are! Society says these things are a matter of
choice, and your behavior. I don’t need to tell you
how fucked-up in the head society is, however. It is
true that some of these things involve some choice
on your part. Just like you can decide to change
your hair color, you can decide to use less drugs or
alcohol. Can you choose to be less mentally ill?
You can cooperate with treatment, IF any is
offered, and hopefully it is treatment in your best
interests, as opposed to only being in the interests
of the wealthy folks doing the controlling.

Mental illness is a tough one, because most of the
help is not that at all, just control and force to
conform. All else would be “too expensive” and
require techniques such as psychotherapy,
reserved only for the wealthy, because society
cares more about the work it can get out of you
than it cares about you. But wait! Society cannot
tell you what to believe, nor what to like or not like!
You can choose to like inexpensive things and hate
expensive ones. You can prefer a weekend in a
tent in a forest alongside a creek over a weekend at
a fine hotel. You can like vegetables and grains
instead of steak and lobster. Society brainwashes
you with advertising to get you to buy whatever the
rich guys are trying to sell. Get rid of your TV,
radio, daily newspaper, and all other advertising.
And, of course, be PROUD to be one of the
nation’s millions and millions of homeless, the
fastest-growing ethnic group in the country.

Ebola: Designer
Virus? Holocaust?
Many believe that AIDS was created by evil
scientists who manipulated a well-known ape virus
to spread to the infection of humans. Kills off a lot
of Blacks in Africa, followed by it being spread to
gays and drug users. A virus causing monogamy!
I do not find any evidence for intentional creation of
the virus, but it was definitely used to kill off as
many gays and drug abusers as possible,
intentionally. I saw that done firsthand, by the
Cabals of the Religious Right, years ago.
So, will Ebola be used the same way, to kill off poor
and homeless people? Was Ebola a designed
military war agent, being tested on Blacks in Africa?
It sounds pessimistic, but the track record of we
ape-humans has us using nuclear tech for
destroying Hiroshima and Nagasaki before ever
using it to make electricity. That was a worse crime
than anything Hitler did. The Nazi Jews of today
(those who are) use the hospital system to commit
holocaust, although they have also bombed
innocent women and children in Gaza who never
asked to be Palestinian, and who hate the P.L.O.
“You are sentenced to death for living near our
enemies, and being of an inferior culture.”
Hitler gave a trial to each and every person he
executed, in absentia, to protect the identities of his
secret police. Nazi court records recorded the
reason for execution of each person. They kept
extremely extensive records on everything, even
what was served for lunch. Our present system of
PAGE SIX killing people in hospitals keeps no

such records as to why, nor does anyone get a trial
for treason beforehand. So, was there a Nazi
Holocaust? Depends upon how you define that
word. Once Germany surrendered, all those in
work camps, prison, internment camps, and POW
camps were slaughtered, and we have video of that
today.
[Source:
Non-corrupted paper-and-ink
copies of Time Magazine, all library copies of which
have been corrupted, and the internet even more
so.] Ebola shows potential for holocaust.

Christmas
Shopping Begins
Soon, and I have a Gift For You!
My Christmas Present is that you
do not have to buy me anything.
Enjoy a Spend-Free Christmas!

Affordable Housing, now for
the first time ever in San Diego!
(You do not have to be dead, first, like the
Affordable Housing in the cemeteries.)
Dumpster Associates is making prime,
choice real estate available for monthly
housing rental at just $1,400 a month! •
Windowless Design keeps out the
downtown stink and stench from car and
truck exhaust, urine, feces, construction,
discarded food, and body odors • NoiseResistant to deaden the car horns, bus and
trolley noise, dogs barking, neighbors
arguing, construction noise, and drunk
tourists late at night • Hides the view of the
ugly construction-filled skyline • Room for
2 • Great ground level view of Downtown!
• Entry ladder and mattress included, a
$6,000 value!

3 - G Real Estate (Gambino,
Gotti, and Genovese)
Don’t be late with your rent or we cut up your children.

No going broke, no standing in checkout
lines, no dreading credit card bills. Now
you can enjoy a Spend-Free Christmas, just
like I do!

Merry
Christmas!
Christmas, by that name, has been around for
40 thousand years, and is our oldest holiday,
also called Pagan Yule or the Winter Solstice.
2 thousand years ago, the Christians decided
to name their Messiah "Christ", after the Pagan
Holiday of Christmas, and changed his birthday
from March 21 to December 25th. One
thousand years ago, a Roman Catholic Bishop,
Saint Nicholas (pronounced "Santa Claus" in
Spanish or Latin) suggested giving presents to
needy children on Christmas. A hundred years
ago poet Robert Frost invented the sleigh,
reindeer, and North Pole settings. 60 years
ago, Macy's Department Store in New York
made it a shopping holiday, with presents for
everyone, not just needy children. The newest
change, 8 years ago, the George W. Bush
Second Great Depression cancelled Christmas
for most.
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